Deal Activity Feed

This article applies to:

Each time you move a deal to a different stage, the Deal activity feed will make a record of the event with a date and timestamp.

To see the Deal activity, simply open any Deal card (either by going to a contact record or going directly to your Pipeline) and note the bottom section titled, Deal activity.

1. Open a Deal card

2. Note the Deal activity feed at the bottom
### Deal activity

**Wed, Sep 18 2019**
- Deal moved from Contacting to New Lead by Mychal Edelman 07:40 AM
- Deal moved from Qualifying to Contacting by Mychal Edelman 07:40 AM
- Deal moved from Contacting to Qualifying by Mychal Edelman 07:39 AM
- Deal moved from Qualifying to Contacting by Mychal Edelman 07:39 AM

**Mon, Sep 16 2019**
- Deal moved from Qualified to Qualifying by Jack Smithson 10:08 AM
- Deal moved from Qualifying to Qualified by Jack Smithson 10:04 AM

**Fri, Sep 13 2019**
- Deal moved from Contacting to Qualifying by Jack Smithson 10:55 AM